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For Access:

• Publication, print or web

• Remote study (e.g. eLoans)

• Reduce physical handling and potential for damage

• Species identification confirmation

• To facilitate specimen label data capture

• Public outreach, promote collection or institution 

Imaging Goals



For Archive:

• Capture the highest quality digital image of a 
specimen with the best technology available; making 
a digital copy of the physical specimen

• Save, manage, and maintain an archive of specimen 
images as carefully and conscientiously as you 
maintain a collection of physical specimens

• Migrate these images from one file format and/or 
image management system to another as needed for 
as long as possible.

Imaging Goals



For image capture:

Capture highest quality images as 

digital copies of the physical 

specimens:  

– In focus

– Good exposure

–White balanced

– Readable text

– Taxonomically informative

Imaging Goals



Overview

• Terminology

• Equipment

– Hardware

– Software

• Image capture process

– Herbarium sheets, packets

– Pinned objects (Christiane)

– Spirit collections (Christiane)

• Image processing post-capture

• Image storage 



TERMINOLOGY



For image capture:

Capture highest quality images as 

digital copies of the physical 

specimens:  

– In focus

– Good exposure

– White and color balanced

– Readable text

– Taxonomically informative

Imaging Goals



Focus
a) The distinctness or clarity of an image

b) The state of maximum distinctness or clarity of such an image.

The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition copyright ©2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company.



Focus
The point at which rays of light converge, 

or the point from which they appear to diverge 
as after refraction or reflection in an optical system.

The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition copyright ©2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company.

Focal Point

Lens

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lens_and_wavefronts.gif
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lens_and_wavefronts.gif


Focal Length
The distance from the lens to the point where the light rays

converge to form a sharp image of an object on the image sensor.
Measured in millimeters.

http://www.nikonusa.com/en/Learn-And-Explore/Article/g3cu6o2o/understanding-focal-length.html

http://www.nikonusa.com/en/Learn-And-Explore/Article/g3cu6o2o/understanding-focal-length.html


Camera Lenses and Focal Length

Image source: http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/camera-lenses.htm
http://www.nikonusa.com/en/Learn-And-Explore/Article/g3cu6o2o/understanding-focal-length.html

Focal length of a lens determines how much of the object will be 
captured and how large/magnified the objects will be in the image.

http://www.nikonusa.com/en/Learn-And-Explore/Article/g3cu6o2o/understanding-focal-length.html
http://www.nikonusa.com/en/Learn-And-Explore/Article/g3cu6o2o/understanding-focal-length.html


Alignment  

Keep sensor parallel to subject



For image capture:

Capture highest quality images as 

digital copies of the physical 

specimens:  

– In focus

– Good exposure

– White and color balanced

– Readable text

– Taxonomically informative
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Exposure
The act of exposing the image sensor to light.

The quantity of light reaching an image sensor or film.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposure_%28photography%29

Under exposed Well exposed Over exposed

Determined by three factors:  Aperture, Shutter Speed, and ISO

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exposure_(photography)


Aperture

• The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition copyright ©2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Updated in 2009. Published by 
Houghton Mifflin Company. 

• Image source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Apertures.jpg

The adjustable opening in the camera that limits the amount 
of light passing through the lens onto the image sensor.  

Aperture size is controlled by the camera shutter.

Shutter

http://www.eref-trade.hmco.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Apertures.jpg


• The American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fourth Edition copyright ©2000 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Updated in 2009. Published by 
Houghton Mifflin Company. 

• Image source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aperture_diagram.svg

Often expressed as an f-number

More light
Less light

Lower f-stop number
Higher f-stop number

Wider aperture
Narrow aperture

=
=

=
=

Aperture

http://www.eref-trade.hmco.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Aperture_diagram.svg


Collins English Dictionary – Complete and Unabridged © HarperCollins Publishers 1991, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2003
Image sources: http://www.edbergphoto.com/pages/Tip-settingdof.html/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jonquil_flowers_at_f32.jpg

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jonquil_flowers_at_f5.jpg

Wide aperture
Narrow depth of field

Narrow aperture
Large depth of field

Range in crisp focus

Range in crisp focus

f/5.6 

f/32 

Depth of Field
The range of distance in front of and behind an object focused 

by the camera lens, within which other objects also appear 
clear and sharply defined in the resulting image.

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/_/misc/HarperCollinsProducts.aspx?English
http://www.edbergphoto.com/pages/Tip-settingdof.html/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jonquil_flowers_at_f32.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jonquil_flowers_at_f5.jpg


Shutter Speed

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_speed

More light
Less light

Smaller denominator
Larger denominator

More time
Less time

=
=

=
=

The length of time a camera shutter is open, exposing the sensor to light.
Measured in seconds.

… 1/200 s… 1/60 s… 1/30 s... 1/8 s… 1 s… 10 s… 30 s…

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shutter_speed


ISO = Film speed?

Photographic film’s sensitivity to light.
Digital camera image sensor’s sensitivity to light.  

Less sensitive to light
More sensitive to light

Finer grain/Less noise
Bigger grain/More noise

Lower number
Higher number

=
=

=
=

Image source: http://thedailyphotography.com/2013/06/14/photography-101-iso/

http://thedailyphotography.com/2013/06/14/photography-101-iso/


Aperture

Shutter 
Speed

ISO

Exposure



Use the histogram as a guide for good exposure

Dark Ideal Light

Exposure



For image capture:

Capture highest quality images as 

digital copies of the physical 

specimens:  

– In focus

– Good exposure

– White and color balanced

– Readable text

– Taxonomically informative

Imaging Goals



The process of removing unrealistic color casts, so that objects 
which appear white in person are rendered white in the image

White Balance

Source: http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/white-balance.htm

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/white-balance.htm


Color Temperature

Image source: http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/white-balance.htm

Describes the relative intensities of various wavelengths of white light
Measured in Kelvins (K) 

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/white-balance.htm


Color temperature relative
to light source 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_temperature

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_temperature


Color Balance
The adjustment of the intensities of the colors
(typically red, green, and blue primary colors). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_balance

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Color_balance


Pixel  (Picture Element)

In an 8 bit grayscale image, each 
pixel can be any one of 256 
brightness values.

The most basic unit of an image displayed on a computer, 
television screen, or printer.  A given combination among the 
pixels of various brightness and color values forms an image.

Image source: The American Museum of Natural History Research Library
pixel. (n.d.). The American Heritage® Science Dictionary. Dictionary.com website: http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/pixel

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/pixel


RGB Color Model

Red, green, and blue light are added together in various

combinations to reproduce a broad array of colors.

256 values for Red x 256 values for Green x 256 values for Blue 
= 16.7 million color combinations

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_model

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RGB_color_model


Exposure and Color Balance

• Visual confirmation
• If the picture is too dark…

• If the picture is too bright…

• Use aim points

– X-Rite Color Checker

– Kodak Q-13



R G B

Color Aim Points

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/26662-REG/Kodak_1527654_Color_Separation_Guide_and.html

http://www.cameratrax.com/color_balance.php

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/26662-REG/Kodak_1527654_Color_Separation_Guide_and.html
http://www.cameratrax.com/color_balance.php


Monitor Calibration

Source: Krogh, P. The DAM Book, 2nd Edition. O’Reilly Media, Inc. 2009. 193.

Calibrating a monitor ensures consistent image 
representation/standardization between any calibrated monitor and 

other devices, such as printers.



For image capture:

Capture highest quality images as 

digital copies of the physical 

specimens:  

– In focus

– Good exposure

– White and color balanced

– Readable text

– Taxonomically informative
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Spatial Resolution

More pixels per inch = greater resolution = better printed image quality
Smaller pixel size = greater resolution = larger image file size

1 Megapixel = 1,000,000 Pixels

http://help.adobe.com/en_US/photoshop/cs/using/WSfd1234e1c4b69f30ea53e41001031ab64-7945a.html#WS75D24624-A761-40b6-832E-8AB0E2383C90a

The fineness in detail in an image, 
measured in pixels per inch (ppi)

Pixel dimension = number of pixels in length x number pixels in width



Image Size

Image size in inches =  Pixel dimension of image

Display resolution in ppi

11x17” specimen sheet Monitor resolution is 72 pixels per inch

3744 x 5616 pixels

= 52 x 78 inches

= 4.5 times 
bigger than 
original sheet 



 Terminology

• Equipment

– Hardware

– Software

• Image capture process

– Herbarium sheets, packets

– Pinned objects (Christiane)

– Spirit collections (Christiane)

• Image processing post-capture

• Image storage 

Overview


